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Articular cartilage is critical to the normal function of diarthro-
dial joints. Despite the importance of the tissue and the preva-
lence of cartilage degeneration (e.g., osteoarthritis), the tech-
nology required to noninvasively describe nonuniform deforma-
tions throughout the volume of the tissue has not been available
until recently. The objectives of the work reported in this paper
were to 1) describe a noninvasive technique (termed the carti-
lage deformation by tag registration (CDTR) technique) to de-
termine nonuniform deformations in articular cartilage explants
with the use of specialized MRI tagging and image processing
methods, 2) evaluate the strain error of the CDTR technique
using a custom MRI-compatible phantom material, and 3) dem-
onstrate the applicability of the CDTR technique to articular
cartilage by determining 3D strain fields throughout the volume
of a bovine articular cartilage explant. A custom MRI pulse
sequence was designed to tag and image articular cartilage
explants at 7 Tesla in undeformed and deformed states during
the application of multiple load cycles. The custom pulse se-
quence incorporated the “delays alternating with nutations for
tailored excitation” (DANTE) pulse sequence to apply tags. This
was followed by a “fast spin echo” (FSE) pulse sequence to
create images of the tags. The error analysis using the phantom
material indicated that deformations can be determined with an
error, defined as the strain precision, better than 0.83% strain.
When this technique was applied to a single articular cartilage
explant loaded in unconfined compression, hetereogeneous
deformations throughout the volume of the tissue were evident.
This technique potentially can be applied to determine normal
cartilage deformations, analyze degenerated cartilage, and
evaluate cartilage surgical repair and treatment methodologies.
In addition, this technique may be applied to other soft tissues
that can be appropriately imaged by MR. Magn Reson Med 53:
321–328, 2005. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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Although articular cartilage has unique mechanical and
tribological properties that allow for locomotion by pro-
viding a nearly frictionless and wear-resistant load-bearing

joint surface over an extended period of time, these prop-
erties can deteriorate, particularly in the elderly, resulting
in the development of osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis is a
debilitating disease that affects 10% of Americans, and is
associated with various degrees of cartilage degradation
and altered joint load-deformation behavior (1). To im-
prove our understanding of normal cartilage load-deforma-
tion behavior, as well as our ability to completely charac-
terize, diagnose, and treat cartilage disorders such as os-
teoarthritis, it would be advantageous to determine the
nonuniform mechanical deformations in response to ap-
plied loads throughout the volume of the tissue using
noninvasive experimental methods. Hereafter, nonuni-
form deformation is termed “three-dimensional” (3D) de-
formation.

Methods to determine tissue deformation in response to
applied loads are common in orthopedic research. Many
previous investigations of soft biological tissue load-defor-
mation behavior, such as that in cardiac (2) and meniscus
(3) tissues, have employed invasive procedures to surgi-
cally expose and attach markers to directly track deforma-
tions. Noninvasive investigations of cardiac (4–6) and spi-
nal cord (7) load-deformation behavior have employed MR
tagging techniques to impose and then track features (typ-
ically a grid of tag lines) that deform with the tissue.
Further noninvasive studies have combined MRI and tex-
ture correlation techniques to investigate intratendinous
(8) and meniscus (9) deformations. In articular cartilage,
noninvasive studies have combined optical image acqui-
sition and image correlation techniques using either fluo-
rescently-labeled chondrocyte nuclei (10,11) or superim-
posed enamel markers (12) in two-dimensional (2D) strain
analyses on the imaging surface. Recently, an investigation
of cartilage load-deformation behavior using MRI nonin-
vasively quantified 2D strain in cartilage (13). Cartilage 3D
surface deformation and volume changes in compression
have also been documented by MRI (14,15). However, the
results from these studies did not completely characterize
3D cartilage deformation, because changes in surface
shape do not account for more complex behavior through-
out the tissue volume (10,11). Thus, no study known to the
authors has described a method to determine the 3D de-
formation throughout the volume of the tissue, although
MR elastography methods have shown considerable prom-
ise for determining such detailed information in this small
tissue (13,16–18).

Numerous challenges arise when one attempts to deter-
mine 3D cartilage deformations using MRI. Among these is
the need to acquire high-spatial-resolution images to de-
pict cartilage (from the tibial plateau) that is typically
1–2 mm thick in bovine tissue and �5 mm thick in human
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tissue. Further, when MRI tagging techniques such as “de-
lays alternating with nutations for tailored excitation”
(DANTE) (19,20) are used, a high density (i.e., close spac-
ing) of tag lines must be used to maximize trackable fea-
tures. Temporal resolution also presents a fundamental
challenge in determining 3D cartilage deformations. Un-
like cardiac tissue, which has an intrinsic cyclic motion
that enables MRI acquisition over many cycles, cartilage
must be externally and cyclically loaded. The viscoelastic
tissue must reach a steady-state load-displacement re-
sponse prior to imaging (21).

The objectives of the work reported in this paper were
threefold. The first was to describe a noninvasive tech-
nique (termed “cartilage deformation by tag registration”
(CDTR)) to determine 3D deformations in articular carti-
lage explants with the use of specialized MRI tagging and
image processing methods. The second objective was to
evaluate the strain error of the CDTR technique using a
custom MRI-compatible phantom material. The final ob-
jective was to demonstrate the applicability of the CDTR
technique to articular cartilage by determining 3D strain
fields throughout the volume of a bovine articular cartilage
explant.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our CDTR technique for determining articular cartilage
deformation involved several primary steps: 1) image ac-
quisition during material loading, 2) tag line identification
and registration, and 3) deformation field spline fitting and
strain calculation. Tags were generated, followed by image
acquisition both before a cartilage explant was deformed
by mechanical loading and after the cartilage explant was
deformed (Fig. 1). Next, tag lines were superimposed on
the images in both the undeformed and deformed states.
Following tag line identification and registration from the
undeformed and deformed image data, lines were fit by
means of a B-spline model defined by control points. The
model allowed us to locate any 3D material point within

the cartilage volume, and to perform subsequent 3D strain
calculations at any point.

Image Acquisition During Material Loading

A custom MRI pulse sequence was designed to image
articular cartilage explants in both undeformed and de-
formed states (Fig. 2). The pulse sequence incorporated
DANTE and “fast spin echo” (FSE) pulse sequences. The
DANTE sequence “tagged” or marked regions of cartilage
that were subsequently tracked during tissue loading (20).
The FSE sequence imaged the cartilage and tag lines in
both undeformed and deformed states. The DANTE-FSE
pulse sequence was used to image the cartilage on a Bio-
spec 70/30 system (7.05 Tesla; Bruker Medical GMBH,
Ettlingen, Germany) with microimaging gradients. The
DANTE imaging parameters were as follows: radiofre-
quency (RF) pulses � 12; RF pulse angle � 15°; RF pulse
duration � 8 �s; interpulse duration � 400 �s; magnetic
field gradient strength along the cartilage explant axis �
17.5 Gauss/cm; and transverse magnetic field gradient
strength � 10.0 Gauss/cm. The FSE imaging parameters
were TR � 4000 ms; effective TE � 12.1 ms; number of
echoes per excitation � 4; field of view � 15.3 �
15.3 mm2; image matrix size � 256 � 256 pixels2; number
of averages � 4; and slice thickness � 1.0 mm. A 2D
multislice set of images of 48 total images was acquired,
with 24 images depicting undeformed cartilage, and 24
images depicting deformed cartilage. Of each group of 24
images, two sets of 12 images were acquired as orthogonal
planes to allow for a 3D description of motion. These
parameters resulted in multiple images with tag line spac-
ings of 0.4 mm and 0.6 mm in the axial and transverse
directions, respectively, and pixel dimensions of 60 �
60 �m2 (Fig. 3). FSE proton density-weighed images re-
sulted in minimal contrast between undeformed cartilage
and the bathing solution. However, the deformation anal-
yses described herein were accomplished using tag lines
identified in undeformed and deformed images, and suffi-
cient image contrast between the deformed cartilage and
the solution.

FIG. 1. Diagram showing the osteochondral explant harvested from the medial tibial plateau. The explant was secured to a Delrin mount
and placed in a cyclic loading apparatus for deformation analyses. The imaging plane shown in subsequent figures was parallel to the local
split-line direction of the explant. Compression was in the axial direction. Lines LM and AP were used to locate the explant.
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The time available for FSE image acquisition was lim-
ited by the time duration of the tag lines superimposed by
the DANTE pulse sequence. The contrast between the tag
lines and the cartilage decayed according to the T1 of the
tissue (approximately 770 ms at 1.5 T, and �1000 ms at
7.05 T (22)). Imaging with this time constraint required an
integration of the MRI scanner and the loading apparatus
such that phase-encode steps were acquired over many
loading cycles (Fig. 2). The loading apparatus consisted of
electronic and pneumatic components, including a servo
pressure regulator and double-acting cylinder such that
load-controlled compression cycles were applied to carti-
lage explants with time-variable loading and recovery pe-
riods, and magnitude-variable applied normal stresses
within typical physiological ranges (21). During each 4-s
cycle, DANTE tag lines were applied to the tissue, and 12
undeformed phase-encode steps (four phase-encode steps
from three different slices) were acquired. A mechanical
compressive load of 157 N was then applied to the sample,
followed by the acquisition of 12 deformed phase-encode
steps. All imaging both before and during loading was
performed in less than 800 ms, and the mechanical load
was applied for a total of 1 s. To prevent blurring of images
due to any changes in the deformation of the cartilage
between load cycles, images were acquired only after the
cartilage reached a steady-state load-displacement re-

sponse during the unconfined compressive cyclic loading
applied by the loading apparatus (21). To ensure a steady-
state deformation, 100 cyclic loads were applied prior to
imaging. Subsequent to image acquisition, deformed im-
ages of cartilage (Fig. 3b) were segmented manually with
the use of software employing closed Bezier curves to
identify arbitrary object shapes within images (Paravision
3.0; Bruker Medical GMBH, Ettlingen, Germany) (Fig. 3c).

Tag Line Identification and Registration

Custom image processing software was written to deter-
mine 3D cartilage deformations in MATLAB (v.6.0, The
Mathworks, Natick, MA). Active contours (23–25) were
used to identify tag line locations in undeformed and
deformed cartilage. We initially aligned a grid of active
contours with tag lines in each image slice depicting un-
deformed cartilage by first summing pixel intensity values
in row and column directions of the images, and then
identifying rows and columns of minimum intensity. The
number of active contours was ultimately chosen to en-
large the “region of interest” (ROI) around the cartilage
such that spline fitting could describe deformation at the
cartilage boundary (described below). A standard minimi-
zation algorithm was then applied to align contours with
the undeformed DANTE grid (24,25). The algorithm al-

FIG. 2. Timing diagram of the compressive loading
and MRI pulse sequence actions. A number of
preconditioning cycles were applied to the carti-
lage explants prior to MRI to reach a steady-state
load-displacement response in the tissue and pre-
vent motion artifacts in the images. The DANTE
sequence applied a grid pattern of tag lines to the
cartilage, while the FSE sequence acquired unde-
formed image data (prior to compressive loading)
and deformed image data (during compressive
loading).

FIG. 3. Images depicting a single undeformed and deformed articular cartilage slice from the center of the 3D volume image. MR images
of undeformed cartilage (a) were acquired with proton density-weighted contrast, and did not distinguish between the tissue and the
bathing solution. Thus, cartilage and PBS�PI bathing solution occupy the space between the indentor surface and subchondral bone in
(a). Motion of the indentor allowed for the deformed cartilage (b) to be clearly visualized and segmented (c). Considerable phase wrap
occurred in the images, but the artifact did not interfere with the deformation analyses discussed herein.
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lowed each tag line point to search pixel intensities in a
neighborhood of points perpendicular to the original ori-
entation of the tag line such that an energy functional for
the contour was minimized. The tag lines were then
placed on images depicting deformed cartilage, and minor
user-interactive adjustments were made to initially align
them with the deformed DANTE grid. The same minimi-
zation algorithm was then applied to align the contours
with the deformed grid (Fig. 4). The segmented images of
deformed cartilage were then thresholded, filled using bi-
nary dilation and erosion, and used as a binary image mask
to exclude tag line points outside the cartilage boundary,
because these point locations were affected by random
image intensity noise near the tissue that was not com-
pletely eliminated during segmentation (Fig. 3c).

Deformation Field Spline Fitting and Strain Calculation

The ROI around the cartilage was enlarged to ultimately
facilitate spline fitting of cartilage data at the tissue bound-
ary (Fig. 4). For open cubic B-splines, this ROI was en-
larged using at least two additional contours beyond the

tissue boundary (26). Undeformed and deformed tag lines
describing data in the subchondral bone were set equal to
one another because negligible deformation occurred in
this tissue for the given loading conditions. Other tag lines
outside the cartilage boundary were given the same defor-
mation of respective lines nearest to and within the tissue
boundary. Additionally, the length of each tag line was
extended to fill the ROI using the respective contour point
location at the tissue boundary.

A B-spline model representation of all tag lines was
obtained (Figs. 5 and 6). The model was governed by
control points, and allowed for the interpolation of any
undeformed or deformed location within the cartilage (26).
Each tag line was fit to the B-spline model in a least-
squares sense (27) with the use of six control points per
line. Six control point arrays (corresponding to the three
independent split-line (i.e., collagen fiber orientation on
the articular surface), axial, and transverse directions de-
scribed below, for each undeformed and deformed volume

FIG. 4. Images depicting a single deformed articular cartilage slice
from the center of the 3D volume image (Fig. 3c) with superimposed
tag lines. The tag lines were extended outside the tissue to allow for
deformation field spline fitting in x (a), y (b), and z (not shown).

FIG. 5. Images depicting a single undeformed ar-
ticular cartilage slice from the center of the 3D
volume image with superimposed control points
and interpolated tag lines. The tag line data in x (a),
y (b), and z (not shown) were parameterized using
a B-spline fit in the respective directions.

FIG. 6. Images depicting a single deformed articular cartilage slice
from the center of the 3D volume image with superimposed control
points and interpolated tag lines. The tag line data in x (a), y (b), and
z (not shown) were parameterized using a B-spline fit in the respec-
tive directions. The direct correspondence between undeformed
and deformed control points allowed for deformation (e.g., displace-
ment and strain) field computations.
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image) were assembled by means of B-spline fits of tag line
data from multiple images. Finally, strain at each de-
formed pixel location inside the volume was determined
using discrete data interpolated from control points de-
scribing material locations in undeformed and deformed
states, and a maximum likelihood estimation of the defor-
mation gradient tensor F (28). The Green-Lagrange strain
tensor E was used to describe 3D strains at each deformed
location:

E�
1
2

(FTF�I) [1]

where T is the transpose, and I is the identity tensor.
Strain in the split line (Exx; see Application section below),
axial (Eyy), and transverse (Ezz) directions, and shear
strains (Exy, Exz, Eyz) were computed as a function of
position directly as components of the Green-Lagrange
strain tensor.

Error

An MRI-compatible phantom material was used to esti-
mate the error for the entire technique. The phantom ma-
terial was a silicone gel (Sylgard 527 dielectric gel; Dow
Corning, Midland, MI) embedded with contrasting spher-
ical markers (11 Delrin balls, 1.588 � 0.051 mm diameter).
The T1 and T2 properties of the gel were similar to those of
articular cartilage (29) and occupied a volume of approx-
imately 7 � 7 � 7 mm3. A series of 10 repeated deforma-
tion experiments were performed on the phantom to esti-
mate the strain error. Material loading for each experiment
was configured for a 20-N cyclic load magnitude (for the
soft gel) with a 1-s period of constant loading and a 3-s
total cycle duration. Negligible deformation occurred in
the stiff spheres (69 GPa modulus of elasticity (30)) com-
pared to the soft silicone (2 MPa modulus of elasticity)
under these loading conditions. The phantom material
was imaged in undeformed and deformed states as de-
scribed above for cartilage, except that the parameters
were altered to obtain a spatial resolution of 100 �
100 �m2 and a tag line spacing of approximately 1.0 mm.
The B-spline model control points representing 3D phan-
tom motion were found.

For each experiment, displacement error was deter-
mined as the difference between each deformed marker
centroid location predicted using the deformation field
spline fitting algorithm described herein, and the location
measured directly using a software program (Scion Image
1.0; Scion Corporation, Frederick, MD) that allowed for a
manual fit of a circle (to the spherical markers) in two
orthogonal directions. The direct measurement of marker
location represented the “gold standard,” with the location
of the markers being identified to subpixel accuracy (31).
The bias was defined as the mean displacement error for
the 11 markers and 10 repeated experiments. A t-test was
used to determine whether the bias was significantly dif-
ferent from zero. The strain was also determined at 27
locations (a 3 � 3 � 3 array of points) distributed to
characterize strain throughout the material. The absolute
precision was defined as the standard deviation (SD) of the
strain values (32) over the 10 repeated experiments. We

computed the SD by pooling the data for all six strain
values at each of the 27 locations.

Studies in Bovine Articular Cartilage

The technique was demonstrated in a single bovine artic-
ular cartilage explant cyclically loaded in unconfined
compression. An adult bovine knee joint was obtained
from a local abattoir immediately following the death of
the animal. The joint was disarticulated, and a cylindrical
osteochondral explant was harvested from the medial tib-
ial plateau beneath the medial meniscus (Fig. 1). The line
LM was identified using the most lateral and medial points
on the respective surfaces. The line AP was identified as
perpendicular to LM and passing through the midpoint of
the line connecting the tips of the tibial eminences. The
explant was located in a medial direction along LM ap-
proximately 75% of the distance from the intersection of
LM and AP to the most medial surface point. The explant
was located in an anterior direction parallel to AP approx-
imately 25% of the distance from the intersection of LM
and AP to the most anterior surface point. A 10-mm-
diameter coring reamer (AR-1224S; Arthrex, Naples, FL)
was used to extract the explant, which consisted of carti-
lage (approximately 1–2 mm thick) and subchondral bone
(approximately 2 mm thick). The articular surface was
attached to a freezing stage (CryoHistomat; Hacker Instru-
ments & Industries, Inc., Fairfield, NJ) and a circular saw
and custom jig were used to remove subchondral bone and
produce a surface parallel to the articular surface. During
all harvesting procedures, phosphate-buffered saline with
protease inhibitors (PBS�PI; 1 mM PMSF, 2 mM disodium
EDTA, 5 mM benzamidine HCL, and 10 mM NEM (33))
was used to rinse and hydrate the cartilage. Additionally,
the local split-line direction surrounding the explant was
identified before it was removed from the tibia (34), and
the direction was marked on the cartilage surface with
India ink.

The explant was secured to a Delrin mount with ethyl
cyanoacrylate and placed in the custom mechanism for
cyclic loading in unconfined compression (21). Care was
taken to align the split-line direction on the mount so that
strain relative to the direction could be interpreted. During
all of the experiments, PBS�PI was used to bathe the
explant while it was inside the loading mechanism. All
experiments were performed at room temperature. Al-
though a 10-mm-diameter coring reamer was used, the
explant measured 8.9 mm in diameter (as determined with
calipers) after it was harvested. Thus, the 157 N load
applied to the cartilage surface with a flat-surfaced and
nonporous loading platen resulted in an applied normal
stress of 2.53 MPa, which is within the physiological range
during walking (35). After the cartilage was loaded by 100
cycles to reach steady-state cyclic deformation, the images
were acquired and analyzed as described above, and the
3D strain fields in a single slice through the center of the
tissue volume were determined (Fig. 1).

RESULTS

The bias in predicting deformed marker centroid locations
was not significantly different from zero (0.002 �
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0.046 mm, p � 0.854). The absolute precision in determin-
ing strains was 0.83%. For strains as large as 25% observed
in the sample under these loading conditions (discussed
below), this absolute strain precision corresponds to a
relative strain precision (i.e., absolute strain precision/
mean strain) of 3.32%.

In the cartilage explant, an applied normal stress of
2.53 MPa during simple unconfined compression resulted
in complex and heterogeneous 3D strains that approached
25% in some regions (Fig. 7). Throughout the tissue, strain
in the axial direction (Eyy) was compressive, and at the
center of the sample the strain magnitude increased non-
linearly with distance from the subchondral bone. Strains
in both the split-line (Exx) and transverse (Ezz) directions
were tensile and varied throughout the tissue (with notice-
ably more heterogeneous patterns in the Exx direction
through this image slice). Consistent with these observa-
tions, strain in the Exy direction also exhibited noticeable
heterogeneous patterns, while strains in the Exz and Eyz

directions were more homogeneous.

DISCUSSION

This work demonstrates an MRI-based CDTR technique for
determining 3D deformations throughout the volume of
articular cartilage explants. In contrast to previous studies
in which MRI tagging techniques were used to determine
cardiac tissue deformation (4–6,36), in the present work
the application of such techniques to cartilage deforma-
tions overcame two primary experimental challenges.
First, cartilage was deformed with the use of a cyclic
loading apparatus to enable 3D MR image acquisition over

large (�1 TR) time periods. Second, a sufficient tag line
grid density was created to observe characteristic and rep-
resentative deformations throughout the cartilage.

Although the use of the open cubic B-spline model
provided a computationally useful representation of tissue
motion, an accurate description of motion nearest the tis-
sue boundary required some assumption about tag line
data outside the tissue boundary. An ROI was initially
defined to extend beyond the cartilage boundary (Fig. 3).
As a result, strain at the free boundaries (i.e., those that
were not attached to bone) was estimated based on the
extrapolation of tag line data closest to the boundary.
Alternative interpolation techniques (e.g., Hermite inter-
polation) would provide a more accurate description of
motion at the free boundaries, provided the boundaries
could be identified in undeformed and deformed images.
However, it was not computationally possible to perform
such an interpolation with the current technique, because
image contrast was not adjusted to allow for high contrast
between undeformed cartilage and the PBS�PI bathing
solution. In the present work, standard spin-echo experi-
ments were used to estimate properties for cartilage (T1 �
1479 ms; T2 � 79 ms; relative proton density � 0.89) and
solution (T1 � 1427 ms; T2 � 725 ms; relative proton
density � 1.00). Although improved contrast between the
cartilage and the PBS�PI solution could have been ob-
tained in images with heavy T2-weighting (at the expense
of a lower cartilage signal), the data were acquired with
proton density-weighted contrast. However, images of de-
formed cartilage depicted sufficient contrast between car-
tilage and the PBS�PI solution (Fig. 2b). This contrast,
highlighted by the PBS�PI solution with missing DANTE
tag lines, was due to indentor motion that caused mixing
of the solution, and thus image intensities. Finally, the use
of recent displacement-encoded MRI techniques (13,16–
18) may obviate the need for extrapolation in determining
strain at tissue boundaries.

Error was evaluated with the use of a custom MRI-
compatible phantom material. The locations of spherical
markers, which were embedded in the silicone gel and
used to determine the bias of the technique, were calcu-
lated at subpixel resolution. In our study, 232 pixels de-
fining a circle (our “gold standard”) were used to manually
fit marker boundaries and determine the location of
marker centroids with an error on the order of 3 �m (31)
for each of the independent directions. Further, because
the bias was not significantly different from zero (0.002 �
0.046 mm, p � 0.854), it is reasonable to conclude that the
propagation of this bias resulted in negligible strain bias.
Thus, the error for the technique was random and was
quantified by the strain precision determined in repeated
observations. The 0.83% absolute strain precision was de-
termined for MR images acquired at 100 � 100 �m2. Ac-
quisition at this spatial resolution was necessary to result
in experiment times of reasonable duration (which would
have exceeded 20 hr for 10 repeated measures of MR
volume images acquired at 60 � 60 �m2). The 0.83% strain
precision represents an upper bound, because it is likely
that the strain precision is inversely related to pixel size.
Additionally, it is reasonable to expect that a negligible
strain bias resulted from water permeation during mechan-
ical loading, which was estimated to be less than 1 �m

FIG. 7. 3D strain fields through a single deformed articular cartilage
slice from the center of the 3D volume image. In-plane (Exx, Eyy, and
Exy) and through-plane (Ezz, Exz, Eyz) strains exhibit complex and
heterogeneous patterns.
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(and negligible compared to the pixel width of 60 �m)
based on permeability experiments of articular cartilage
(33).

In comparing this error with that of other techniques for
quantifying tissue deformation, a study of swelling-in-
duced residual 2D cartilage strains estimated an accuracy
of strain measurements at 0.20% using a combined optical
image acquisition and image correlation technique (12). In
an MRI and texture correlation study of intratissue defor-
mation, a numerical propagation of displacement error
estimated strain error of 0.68% at a 5% strain level (8).
Another technique that used video microscopy and digital
image correlation to measure 2D cartilage strain during
compression reported tissue displacements with a 0.25–
0.30 pixel measurement uncertainty, and deformation gra-
dients (from which the strains are determined) with a
0.017–0.032 (dimensionless) measurement uncertainty
without spline smoothing and differentiation, although
the propagation of these uncertainties to strain uncertainty
was not given (11). Thus, the error result from the present
work compares most closely with that reported by Bey et
al. (8).

The cartilage deformations presented here were com-
plex and heterogeneous throughout the volume of the tis-
sue. In the center of the sample, the deformation pattern
was similar to those reported in studies using optical im-
age acquisition and image correlation techniques (10,11),
in that the axial strain (Eyy) increased with distance from
the subchondral bone. This corresponds to decreased stiff-
ness in the compressive modulus from the subchondral
bone. However, more detailed comparisons are not war-
ranted because the objective of the present work was to
demonstrate our method through the use of a single carti-
lage explant.

Because our CDTR technique determines complex de-
formation fields (e.g., displacements and strains) at any
point within the tissue volume, it has a number of possible
applications. For example, this technique can be used to
refine theoretical and computational models of cartilage
that incorporate material property anisotropies to predict
heterogeneous strain patterns under various loading con-
ditions (37–39). It can also be applied to numerous exper-
imental problems in which 3D strain data throughout the
tissue volume is of interest. For example, documenting
changes in deformations during enzymatic degradation of
cartilage (33) may provide insights into the mechanisms of
osteoarthritis. In a previous study, a canine anterior cru-
ciate ligament transection model of osteoarthritis (40) doc-
umented a significant intrinsic moduli decrease in com-
pression (24% of control values), tension (64%), and shear
(24%) at 12 weeks after the surgery. Assuming a linear
(i.e., Hookean) relationship between stress and strain, as
well as a fixed applied stress in experimental tests, it is
reasonable to expect that the 0.83% absolute strain preci-
sion is sufficient to document changes in strain (corre-
sponding to reduced moduli) during the degenerative pro-
gression of osteoarthritis. Further, this technique poten-
tially can be extended to whole joints for in vivo 3D
cartilage deformation studies. Such an extension would
require a determination of the loading cycles that are nec-
essary to reach a steady-state load-displacement response
in the tissues of whole legs, as well as the appropriate

pulse sequences for high-resolution studies in the clinical
setting.
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